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Connect C•CURE 9000 with dozens of applications for 
a holistic business-empowering, all inclusive solution

Chances are, you’re not just responsible for making sure people get in and out of your 
facilities. In fact, in fast-moving high-growth businesses, access control is sometimes 
the proverbial ‘tip of the iceberg’ to security professionals. C•CURE 9000 may be one of 
the most robust access control systems on the market, but it also boasts the industry’s 
most robust integration program, bringing you the ability to manage just about anything 
you can think of from an ultra-powerful interface. Video, intrusion, intercom, fire alarm 
management, real-time location, visitor management…it’s all at your fingertips with 
C•CURE 9000.

What do you want to connect to C•CURE 9000?



Video Management 
Systems

Linking access control with video is an absolute necessity in high-pressure situations. 
“Door Forced” alarms and “Access Denied” events have so much more meaning when 
accompanied by video showing if a situation is potentially dangerous. View critical 
situations in real time and significantly increase emergency response times.

CONNECTED:

•  Great for hospitals where heightened security is 
required in the pharmacy and labor and delivery 
areas

•  Perfect for businesses that may not have a full-
time security staff, but need the access control 
and linked video for forensic investigations

•  Essential in deterring theft in a retail store setting

http://www.swhouse.com/Products/Video_Integration.aspx


Fire and Alarm  
Management Systems

•  View critical security and fire events in one interface 

•  Store fire alarm activity for future investigative reporting

•   Display fire procedures once an alarm signals to alert 
security officers of the next steps

•   Integrate with video management systems in order to 
capture, save, and replay video resulting from fire alarm 
events

Was it a prank or someone burning popcorn in the microwave again? What if it is 
a real fire that is growing in intensity by the second? Determine the location and 
nature of a fire or other emergency in your facility in order to keep your employees 
safe. 

CONNECTED:

http://www.swhouse.com/Products/software-CCURE-FirePanel-Integration.aspx


Notification  
Systems

•  Communicate an alert with just about any form of 
technology including PCs, radios, strobes, phones, and 
PAs with the click of a button

•  Automatically alert up to 10,000 people of a potential 
security threat with a PC pop-up message 

•  Easily link messages with images, maps, cameras, and 
important procedures so that people know the next 
steps to follow in an emergency

•  Protect teachers and children at schools by keeping 
them notified of any potential security threat

•  Protect your employees, visitors, and patients in 
hospitals by keeping them informed of a potential 
security breach, dangerous outbreak, or kidnapped 
infant

If an active shooter infiltrates a school or hospital there are mere seconds available 
to alert your staff, patients, visitors, and children of the impending danger. Linking 
alarm devices to audible or visual warning outputs may help save lives.

CONNECTED:

http://www.swhouse.com/Products/Intercom_Integration.aspx


Real-Time Location 
Systems

•  Enhance the safety of people by monitoring their status 
and location in a hospital, nursing home, or correctional 
facility

•  Instantly supply critical location and identity information 
to first responders in emergencies

•  Provide hands-free access to doors, perfect for a 
surgeon who has already sterilized for a surgery 

•  A valuable solution for museums looking to protect 
priceless works of art

Ensure infants in the labor and delivery area of the hospital are safe and where they 
should be. Monitor expensive equipment such as an Ultrasound or EKG machine as 
it moves throughout the facility. Ultimately, provide powerful protection of patients, 
visitors, staff, and high-value assets with real-time alarming. 

CONNECTED:

http://www.swhouse.com/Products/real-time-location-system.aspx


Elevator 
Systems

•  Automatically assign passengers requesting the same 
floor to a specific elevator that provides the most 
efficient route to their destination

•  Grant or deny access to specific floors and elevator 
entrances, especially useful for buildings with multiple 
businesses

•   Unlock floors for special events and quickly lockdown 
floors in an emergency

Every building has a different floorplan. Some buildings even house multiple 
businesses, either by floor or area. Gain better visibility, and control, of who is 
attempting to access certain floors or areas and ensure the continuous movement 
of people to help alleviate building traffic. 

CONNECTED:

http://www.swhouse.com/Products/Elevator_Control.aspx


Intrusion 
Systems

•  Monitor and quickly detect incidents of malicious activity 
or policy violations 

•  Immediately notify security personnel when suspicious 
activity occurs

•  Automatically store all area data, alarms, and emergency 
information for investigative purposes

•  Ideal solution for retail stores that have to closely 
monitor their store front and be able to account for their 
merchandise

Whether you are protecting your employees or new technology, you will need a way 
to immediately notify security personnel if a break-in occurs. Ensure the safety of 
people, property, and intellectual data. 

CONNECTED:

http://www.swhouse.com/Products/Intrusion_Integration.aspx


Personnel and Visitor 
Management Systems

• Sign in visitors quickly and easily without long wait times

•  Print visitor badges on demand or prior to arrival (for 
pre-registered guests) 

• Easily syncronize employee information

• Make auditing stress free with transaction log files

• Perfect solution for office buildings that utilize ID badges

If your business has hundreds of employees and visitors coming in and leaving 
throughout the day it can be hard to keep track of everyone. Simplify the visitor 
management process centrally managing employees, visitors, contractors, and 
service providers. 

CONNECTED:

http://www.swhouse.com/Products/software_VisitorManage.aspx


Wireless 
Locks

•  Save time during setup with automatic lock discovery 
and configuration

•  Monitor individual lock battery levels and know in 
advance what will need to be replaced

•  Supports magnetic stripe cards, proximity cards, smart 
cards, multi-tech cards, and PIV II cards depending on 
your business needs

•  Perfect for dormitories, elevators, gates, computer 
rooms, electrical closets, offices, and medical 
laboratories

Whether you are securing an office building requiring a simple badge and swipe 
lock, a medical laboratory that requires a card and PIN for added security, or 
dormitories across a campus, there are cost-effective wireless lock solutions ideal 
to fit any scale situation. 

CONNECTED:

http://www.swhouse.com/Products/readers_home.aspx 


Total Solution
Software House has built a solid reputation in the security industry as an innovator of security and event management 
technologies. Reliability, flexibility, and power are why many companies choose Software House solutions for their security 
needs. By holding true to those three qualities, Software House technologies have become the solution of choice for 
thousands of security-conscious businesses around the world. These solutions are put to the test every day at nearly 10,000 
sites worldwide. They are designed to be a part of your business infrastructure and have been engineered to grow as your 
business grows. There’s no other security solution on the market that gives you the extraordinary level of control that Software 
House solutions provide.

Seamless Integration
With an open architecture and unsurpassed integration platform, Software House C•CURE 9000 security and event 
management system, allows customers to integrate seamlessly with critical security and business applications giving users full 
control through a single user interface. Whether your business calls for highly elaborate integration between multiple systems, 
or a simple connection between an alarm and a camera, Software House delivers the right systems and the right level of 
integration. 

For more information on C•CURE 9000 integrations please contact your area sales manager  
or visit us at www.swhouse.com

http://www.swhouse.com
http://www.swhouse.com/Support/Contact_Sales.aspx
http://www.swhouse.com/
http://www.swhouse.com/products/Integrated_Solutions.aspx
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